
Notes from BI/TB (05/03/2015) 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/375626 

1) LHC commissioning plans (Enrico) 
- LHC sector test to start this afternoon with first beam expected in the LHC by some time this 

afternoon (updated planning here: https://indico.cern.ch/event/377370/). 

- The commissioning plans for the circulating beam should eventually make it to here: 

http://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/lhc-commissioning/2015/2015-comm-plan-

outline.htm 

Enrico will present the plans for beam commissioning at the meeting tomorrow afternoon 

(14:00 in Adams 864-2B14). 

- In the present schedule: https://espace.cern.ch/be-

dep/BEDepartmentalDocuments/BE/LHC_Schedule_2015.pdf 

4 days starting Wednesday 18/3/2015 are foreseen for machine check-out where only 

‘needed’ accesses will be allowed. The plans (Rossano) can be found here: 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/375626/contribution/0/material/slides/0.pdf 

2) BWS status and plans (Emiliano) 
- 8 scanners installed (2 per beam per plane) 

- Mechanical upgrades during LS1 to counter vacuum issues: 

o new bellows expected to last at least 20000 scans 

- Firmware issues discovered recently in the injectors (same version for LHC) which affects the 

safe return to “home” following an issue 

o New version being prepared for the injectors (presently under tests in 867) 

o Some implications for software (additional status bits to be read and published) 

- Photo-multiplier studies (saturation) 

o Additional capacitors installed on both PMs (B1/B2) to increase linearity (avoid 

hump) 

o Unfortunately much longer HV loading (30 seconds) which will have to be handled 

somehow in the software (including in the OP application) 

- Interlocking on wire-scans (= f(E,I)) 

o Presently only scans if Int (1E10) <  -673 * E (TeV) + 3000 (1E10) 

o This means at injection (450GeV) scans allowed with max Intensity = 2.7 E13 charges 

which corresponds to ~250 nominal bunches (~1E11 protons) from the SPS 

- Before LS1 we saw an issue with noise whose source could not be identified and it is 

therefore expected to remain after LS1 

3) BTV cameras and rad-hard tubes 
- Future will see digital cameras only (now mainly analogue) 

- No standard available in industry 

- Hermann and Enrico providing simple specifications following contact with KT and FI 
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- Decision during April 2015 about the direction 

- Present stock for tube cameras allows covering 1->2 years 

- In contact with Russian provider – not compatible with BI electronics 

- US product being tested in radiation environment during 2015 

- Decision for 2016 ++ (consolidation) 

4) Update on digital integration electronics (David) 
- Positive news since last two weeks with FMC evaluation module on VFC 1.0 

- Able to read ADC data (320MHz and 640MHz) 

- Issue with CERN license for JESD204b being followed by J. Evans (PH) 

- ADC performance = f(Fadc) to be done (FFT of acquired values) 

- Proposal to order AD9080 board from Innovative ~7kCHF ASAP (pre-release) 

- Request for more performant FPGA (GT version) to be equipped on a few VFC modules for 

high-speed link checks (David/Andrea) 

- Now start looking into Fast BCT implementation 

o Hope for first beam tests during Q3/2015 (SPS and/or LHC?) 

- David to maintain VFC firmware support 

o BL section can start looking into it for Fast BLM (outsourcing the code?) 

5) Update on HiRadMat instrumentation (Thibaut) 
- First mechanical design based on ‘CHARM’ BTV detector/support with added strip-line BPM 

(BPKG) working in air 

- First look at cables look OK (sub-optimal for BTV as additional 100m via control room) 

- Checks required for BPM infrastructure (mini-rack and fibres) in tunnel (surface OK) 

- Remaining questions about mechanics mainly for alignment 

o TB requests update from PM section at next meeting 
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